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Abstract

Evaluating text fragments for positive and negative sub-
jective expressions and their strength can be important
in applications such as single- or multi- document sum-
marization, document ranking, data mining, etc. This
paper looks at a simplified version of the problem: clas-
sifying online product reviews into positive and nega-
tive classes. We discuss a series of experiments with
different machine learning algorithms in order to ex-
perimentally evaluate various trade-offs, using approxi-
mately 100K product reviews from the web.

Introduction
A large amount of Web content is subjective and reflects
peoples’ opinions. With the rapid growth of the Web, more
and more people write reviews for all types of products and
services and place them online. It is becoming a common
practice for a consumer to learn how others like or dislike a
product before buying, or for a manufacturer to keep track of
customer opinions on its products to improve the user satis-
faction. However, as the number of reviews available for any
given product grows1, it becomes harder and harder for peo-
ple to understand and evaluate what the prevailing/majority
opinion about the product is.

Sentiment classification, also known as affect or polarity
classification, attempts to address this problem by (i) pre-
senting the user with an aggregate view of the entire data set,
summarized by a label or a score, and (ii) segmenting the
articles/text-fragments into two classes that can be further
explored as desired. While many review sites, such as Epin-
ions, CNet and Amazon, help reviewers quantify the positiv-
ity of their comments, sentiment classification can still play
an important role in classifying documents that do not have
explicit ratings. Often, web sites, such as personal blogs,
have user reviews with personal experiences in using a par-
ticular product without giving any score. The review com-
ments from these sites are valuable because they cover a lot
more products than those formal review sites. For instance,
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1For instance, there are several dozen reviews of the Nikon D-
70 camera, just on the amazon.com website.

in the case of the camera “Nikon D70”, we get only 135
reviews from Froogle2, which gathers user and editorial re-
views from several sites, but get over 759,000 hits by search-
ing “Nikon D70 user review” in Google. This demonstrates
the need for algorithmic sentiment classification in order to
digest this huge repository of “hidden” reviews. Robust clas-
sification of review polarities is the premise for subsequent
mining tasks.

Sentiment classification has recently attracted much atten-
tion from the natural language processing community. Re-
searchers have investigated the effectiveness of different ma-
chine learning algorithms using various linguistic features to
develop sentiment classifiers. See the related work section
for a list of references. However, we identify two drawbacks
in the current research:

1. Large-scale, real-world data-sets: Most previous work
was conducted on relatively small, experimental data sets
employing at most a few thousand articles. Building sen-
timent classifiers for web-scale processing, with all the
attendant problems of pre-processing, spelling/grammar
mistakes, broken HTML, etc., brings in a whole set of
other problems. Data sets are in the hundreds of thou-
sands, sometimes millions, and are neither clean nor con-
sistent. Algorithms need to be efficient and subtle lan-
guage effects become visible.

2. Unigrams vs. n-grams: Current work mostly focuses on
using unigrams and bigrams – rather than higher order n-
gram models – to capture sentiments in the text. Pang et
al. (2002) found that (surprisingly) unigrams beat other
features in their evaluations. Similarly, Dave et al. (2003)
experimentally showed that trigrams and higher failed to
show consistent improvement. We conjecture that those
experiments were hindered by the small training corpora,
and thus were not able to show the effectiveness of high
order n-grams (n ≥ 3) in discerning subtleties in express-
ing sentiments. Unfortunately, lower order n-grams, such
as unigrams and bigrams, are unable to capture longer
range dependencies, and thus often lead to problems in
classification accuracy. For instance, excellent is usually
used for positive comments; sometimes, it may be used
ironically as in the CD player is an excellent noise maker.

2http://froogle.google.com



To remedy these problems, we make the following contri-
butions in this paper:
• We conduct experiments on a corpus of over 200k online

reviews with an average length of over 800 bytes crawled
from the Web. Such a large-scale data set allows us not
only to train language models and cull high order n-grams
as features, but also to study the effectiveness and robust-
ness of classifiers in a simulating context of the Web.

• We study the impact of higher order n-grams (n ≥ 3).
Compared to previous published work – we show that
there is a benefit to use higher order n-grams beyond uni-
and bi-grams. While we also conduct experiments using
other features beyond n-grams, such as POS tags, parse
trees, external thesauri, etc., we do not discuss them here
in detail due to lack of significant improvements.

• We study multiple classification algorithms for process-
ing large-scale data. We employ three algorithms: (i)
Winnow (Nigam & Hurst 2004), (ii) a generative model
based on language modeling, and (iii) a discriminative
classifier that employs projection based learning (Shalev-
Shwartz et al. 2004). While discriminative models, such
as SVM, have been employed in previous sentiment clas-
sifiers (e.g. (Mullen & Collier 2004)), it was not clear to us
whether they are capable of processing online documents
incrementally. Our experimental results show that the dis-
criminative model significantly outperforms the other two
kinds of models.
The paper is organized as follows. We review the related

work in the next section. We then discuss the classifiers and
linguistic features. Finally, we report the experimental re-
sults and conclude the paper with future work.

Related Work
Sentiment classification aims to distinguish whether people
like/dislike a product from their reviews. It has emerged as
a proper research area. While it is still in its preliminary
stage, there is much existing work in various disciplines. In
this paper, restricted by our goal, we focus the related work
only on sentiment classification for product reviews. We first
review the work on classification of words according to their
semantic orientation. The semantically oriented words could
be considered evidence to article polarity. Next, we come to
the work that classifies polarities on the article level.

Some researchers relate the polarity of an article to se-
mantic orientation of the words in the article. Hatzivas-
siloglou and McKeown (1997) examined the semantic ori-
entation of adjectives: they employed a supervised learning
algorithm and a list of manually labeled seed adjectives to
find out more adjectives that have the same or opposite se-
mantic orientation according to textual patterns. While they
evaluate on adjectives only, Turney and Littman (2003) ex-
tended the vocabulary to both adjectives and adverbs. They
employed point-wise mutual information (PMI) and latent
semantic analysis to calculate the semantic orientation of the
extracted words according to their co-occurrences with the
seed words, such as excellent and poor. They proposed de-
termining the polarity of an article by averaging the seman-
tic orientation of words in the article. However, this simple

strategy fails as words are often used in articles that have the
opposite orientation due to language variations.

Instead of limiting the analysis on the word level, an-
other stream of research performs sentiment classification
on the article level. Pang et al. (2002) tried to classify
movie reviews into positive/negative by using three dif-
ferent classifiers – Naı́ve Bayes, Maximum Entropy and
SVM. They tested different feature combinations including
unigrams, unigrams+bigrams and unigrams+POS (part-of-
speech) tags, etc. The experimental results showed that
SVM combined with unigrams obtained the best perfor-
mance. In their recent work (Pang & Lee 2004), they added
in subjectivity detection to avoid the sentiment classifier
from dealing with irrelevant “objective” sentences. To ex-
tend their work, we explore the use of high order n-grams
in sentiment classification because we believe that longer
phrases tend to be less ambiguous. In addition, they found
SVM performs the best. As reported in their work, the clas-
sification performance of product reviews is worse than that
of normal topical text categorization. One of the main dif-
ficulties is that people typically use both positive and neg-
ative words in the same review, regardless of the rating
score. As such, we hypothesize that a discriminative clas-
sifier could gain more strength in differentiating the mixed
sentiments. We experimentally compare a discriminative
model with a generative model by language modeling to ver-
ify this hypothesis. Nigam and Hurst (2004) applied sim-
ple online classifier Winnow to classifying polarity of doc-
uments. They showed that human agreement can merely
achieve 75%-80% of precision and recall on polarity predic-
tion. The recall obtained by Winnow is very poor, achieving
only 43% for positive reviews and 16% for negative reviews.
We also include Winnow as a classifier in our evaluations.

As is to be expected, others have previously also worked
with data crawled from the Web (though not at a comparable
level of scale). Dave et al. (2003) conducted experiments on
reviews gathered from CNet and Amazon. To gain better
performance, they tried to employ more complex strategies,
such as proper name substitution, dependency parsing and
negating modifications. However, the experimental results
indicate that except stemming – which improves the unigram
baseline – the linguistic features inversely hurt the perfor-
mance. While they showed that n-grams (up to trigrams) can
improve the performance of the classifier in one of the tests,
it is not clear if the improvement is consistent when scal-
ing up to larger corpus and if higher order n-grams are still
effective. We try to address these unanswered questions in
this study. Hu and Liu (2004) intended to classify sentences
based on product attributes. They mainly classify the polar-
ity of sentences based on the semantic orientation of words,
determined by the method introduced in (Hatzivassiloglou
& McKeown 1997). Improving upon the work of Hu and
Liu (2004), Popescu and Etzioni (2005) concerned extract-
ing product features and opinions from reviews. A salient
feature of this work is the use of search engine hit-counts
to compute point-wise mutual information (PMI) between
candidate phrases to select product features and the use of
relaxation labeling technique to assign polarity. Similarly,
Wilson et al. (2005) focused on the task of phrase-level sen-



timent analysis. They followed a two-tiered approach: de-
tecting whether a phrase is polar or neutral; and in the case
of a polar phrase, trying to disambiguate its polarity.

Classifiers and Features
In this section, we discuss in detail the three classifiers and
n-grams as linguistic features. To adapt the classifiers to the
Web, we conduct feature selection to reduce feature dimen-
sionality.

Classifiers
Passive-Aggressive (PA) Algorithm Based Classifier In-
troduced by Shalev-Shwartz et al. (2004), the Passive-
Aggressive (PA) algorithms are a family of margin based
online learning algorithms for binary classification. PA al-
gorithms work similarly to support vector machines (SVM)
and can be viewed as an online version of a SVM. PA algo-
rithms try to find a hyperplane that separates the instances
into two half-spaces. The margin of an example is propor-
tional to the example’s distance to the hyperplane. When
making errors in predicting examples, PA algorithm utilizes
the margin to modify the current classifier. The update of the
classifier follows the constraints: the new classifier should
be a close proximity to the current one (passive update)
while achieve at least a unit margin on the most recent ex-
ample (aggressive update). We illustrate the PA algorithm in
Figure 1.

The reason that we choose the PA algorithm, instead of
SVM, to construct the discriminating classifier is two-fold:
(1) The PA algorithm follows an online learning pattern, i.e.,
it updates the hypothesis (or the separating hyperplane) upon
seeing the next example and ensures the update does not
degrade the performance of the classifier. This property is
very attractive to Web applications because once the clas-
sifier is deployed, it will see samples in a sequential man-
ner and should be able update itself along with seeing more
samples. (2) The PA algorithm has a theoretical loss bound,
which makes the performance of the classifier predictable.

We follow the default setting of the PA algorithm and set
the number of iterations to 10 due to cross-validation exper-
iments on a small data set.

INITIALIZE: w1 = (0 . . . 0) as parameters of the clas-
sifier
For t = 1, 2, . . .

• receive instance: xt ∈ Rn

• predict: ŷt = sign(wt · xt)

• receive correct label: yt ∈ {−1, +1}

• suffer loss: lt = max {0, 1− yt(wt · xt)}

• update:

1. set: τt = lt
‖xt‖

2

2. update: wt+1 = wt + τtytxt

Figure 1: Outline of the passive-aggressive algorithm for bi-
nary classification

Language Modeling (LM) Based Classifier Language
modeling (LM) (Manning & Schütze 1999) is a generative
method that calculates the probability of generating a given
word sequence, or string. In n-gram language modeling, the
probability of string s is represented by the product of the
conditional probabilities of its n-grams, whose probabilities
are conditional on the preceding n−1 words. As such, given
string s as w1 . . . wl, the probability of s is

P (s) =
l∏

i=1

P (wi|w
i−1

1
)

where wj
i denotes the words wi . . . wj .

Due to the limitations of training data, n-gram language
modeling often suffers from data sparseness as some n-
grams in the test data, especially higher-order n-grams, are
never seen during training. Maximum likelihood estimation
fails when encountering such unseen n-grams. Smoothing is
one technique to combat with data sparseness. In our exper-
iments, we adopted Good-Turing estimation. Good-Turing
states that an n-gram that occurs r times should be treated
as if it had occurred r∗ times, where

r∗ = (r + 1)
nr+1

nr

and nr denotes the number of n-grams that occur r times in
the training data.

We employ the CMU-Cambridge Language Modeling
Toolkit (Clarkson & Rosenfeld 1997) for the training and
testing of language models. We train separate language
models for positive and negative reviews, respectively. The
polarity of a test sample is determined by the ratio of its gen-
erative probabilities by the positive and negative language
models.

Winnow Classifier Winnow is an online learning algo-
rithm and has been employed by Nigam and Hurst (2004)
for sentiment classification. Winnow learns a linear classi-
fier from bag-of-words of documents to predict the polarity
of a review x:

h(x) =
∑

w∈V

fwcw(x)

where cw(x) = 1 if word w appears in review x and 0 other-
wise. fw represents the weight of w. If h(x) > V , Winnow
predicts the document as positive and negative otherwise.
Winnow is trained by the procedure:

1. Initialize all fw to 1.

2. For each labeled review x in the training set:

• Calculate h(x).
• If the review is positive but Winnow predicts it as neg-

ative (i.e. h(x) < V ), update the weight fw where
cw(x) = 1 by f ′

w = fw × 2.
• If the review is negative but Winnow predicts it as pos-

itive (i.e. h(x) > V ), update the weight fw where
cw(x) = 1 by f ′

w = fw / 2.

It is worth noting that according to Nigam and Hurst
(2004), the threshold V is defined as |V |, which is the size of



the vocabulary which consists of non-trivial words from the
training corpus. However, in our experiments, we use up to
6-grams in the vocabulary. Given the multitude of our train-
ing data, |V | is too high as a threshold to update the feature
weights properly. According to our experiments on a valida-
tion data set, we set V to |V |/2 for training and |V |/128 for
testing to get the best performance.

N -grams as Linguistic Features
One of the main contributions of this work is that we explore
the role of high order n-grams as features in discerning the
subtleties reflecting sentiments. The underlying motivation
stems from the fact that high order n-grams (n ≥ 3) are
more precise and deterministic expressions than unigrams
or bigrams. For instance, given “recommend” or “highly
recommend”, it is still hard to tell whether they are pos-
itive because a widely used phrase in negative reviews is
“highly recommend staying away from it”. In addition, while
it is difficult to model positive and negative expressions by
lexico-syntactic patterns due to extreme variety, it would be
helpful to employ high order n-grams to approximate sur-
face patterns to capture the sentiment in text.

Note that when we mention n-grams, we refer to a set
of all 1 . . . n order n-grams. While this violates the inde-
pendence between features, we take it because: (1) As sug-
gested by Pang et al. (2002), combining unigrams and bi-
grams gives much higher performance than using only bi-
grams. (2) The classifiers we employ do not require inde-
pendent features.

In this study, we set n = 6 for n-grams. From the training
data, we extracted in total 3.02M n-grams after removing
those appearing in less than m(m = 20) reviews. To reduce
its computational complexity so as to be adapted in Web ap-
plications, we pare down the feature vector by performing
feature selection. We calculate χ2 scores for each n-gram
(Yang & Pedersen 1997). Given term t and class c, let A be
the number of times t and c co-occur, B be the number of
times t occurs without c, C be the number of times c occurs
without t, D be the number of times neither t nor c occurs,
and N be the number of documents. χ2 is calculated by:

χ2(t, c) =
N × (AD − CB)2

(A + C) × (B + D) × (A + B) × (C + D)

The n-grams are sorted in descending order by their χ2

scores. We take the top M ranked n-grams as features in the
classification experiments.

Evaluations
We have three questions to answer in the evaluations: (1)
With a large-scale corpus, would high order n-grams com-
pensate for the ambiguity brought by using only unigrams,
such as to improve the classification performance? (2)
Which kind of classifier is most appropriate for sentiment
classification for Web documents? (3) Would fewer features
after feature selection decrease the performance?

Before coming to the results, we first discuss the setup of
the experiments.

Evaluation Setup
Data Set We accumulate reviews about electronic prod-
ucts like digital cameras, laptops, PDAs, MP3 players, etc.
from Froogle. Each review comes with the full text and the
rating score by the reviewer. The size of the whole corpus
is around 0.4GB, including a total of over 320k product re-
views about over 80k unique products. These reviews are
crawled from prominent sites, such as cnet.com, ciao.co.uk
and shopping.yahoo.com. The average length of the reviews
is 875 bytes. We construct the training and test data by
adopting the following strategy: Let R be the highest score
for each rating scheme (R = 5 or 10) and the lowest score
is 1. Let r be the rating from the user. We take those reviews
with r = R as positive examples and those with r = 1 as
negative examples to form the training data. We take those
reviews with r = R− 1 as positive instances and those with
r = 2 as negative instances for testing. We intentionally
make the training data more pure than the test data because
in real applications, the review articles from less authorative
web sites tend to be much more noisier. We are conservative
in selecting training and testing instances in order to ensure
the integrity of the data set. We list the statistics of the data
set in Table 1.

Table 1: Statistics of the Data Set

# Reviews Positive Negative
Training 159,558 27,366
Testing 112,020 22,490

System Configurations In our evaluations, we vary the
parameters of the classifiers and the features of n-grams. In
particular, the configurations are:

1. PA classifier

• Varying the number of n-gram features – Recall that we
calculate χ2 scores as the feature selection metric. We
experiment with the top 50k, 100k and 200k n-grams
with the highest χ2 scores as features.

• Varying the n of n-grams – We fix the number of fea-
tures to 100k while varying the n of n-grams (n =
1 . . . 6). Note that we denote n-grams as all n-grams
with orders less than or equal to n.

2. LM classifier

• LM – N -gram language models are trained on the
whole review articles in the training data. Similar to
the configuration of the PA classifier, we vary the value
of n (n = 3, 4, 6) in language modeling.

• LM-FILTER – This classifier uses the same language
model as LM (n = 6), but it first tests on individual
sentences in a review to filter out those possible objec-
tive sentences, i.e. the ratio between a sentence’s posi-
tive and negative probabilities is below a threshold. Af-
ter sentence filtering, the classifier predicts the polarity
of the new review article that excludes those objective
sentences.



3. Winnow classifier – We follow the configuration of the
Winnow classifier as described in the previous section and
employ n-grams (n = 6) as features.

Results and Discussions
We list the evaluation results in Table 2, which illustrates the
performance of each classifier on positive/negative instances
respectively, as well as their overall performance. We draw
the following observations:

1. High order n-grams improve the performance of the clas-
sifiers, especially the performance on the negative in-
stances. As Table 2 shows, using high order n-grams
(n = 3, 4, 5, 6) as features for the PA classifier univer-
sally outperforms that using unigrams and bigrams. It is
also true for language modeling. When using the 6-gram
language model, the F1 measure is augmented by 10.14%
(p− value < 0.01 by paired t-test) than that using the tri-
gram model. This observation verifies our hypothesis that
given the enormous data on the Web, an online classifica-
tion system should make use of high order n-grams as fea-
tures, which are more deterministic, to achieve more pre-
cise results. This result is some contradictory to the con-
clusion drawn by Pang et al. (2002). We attribute it to that
we put the sentiment classification problem in the context
of the Web, and thus we are able to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of more complex linguistic features thanks to the
large corpus.
One may argue that the improvement seems not so signif-
icant in the overall F1 measures for the PA classifier. This
could be attributed to the fact that we make the test in-
stances less positive or less negative, according to their
ratings given by reviewers, than the training instances.
This brings more difficulties to differentiate between test
reviews, and thus inevitably narrows down the margin be-
tween the performance scores by various systems. More-
over, it is worth noting that our data set is very much
skewed to positive instances as shown in Table 1. While it
does not make obvious difference in the performance over
the positive instances, we observe a significant increase of
10.72% (p − value < 0.01 by paired t-test) in F1(Neg)
for the negative instances when using n-grams (n = 6)
over that using only unigrams.

2. Discriminative models are more appropriate for sentiment
classification than generative models. The best F1 mea-
sure obtained by the PA algorithm is significantly better
than that by the language modeling method with a mar-
gin of over 0.04. It shows that since sentences with op-
posite polarities are often mixed together in the reviews,
generative models are likely to be confused by the mix-
tures. In contrast, discriminating models mainly rely on
the features on the boundaries. Moreover, the PA model
is an online learning algorithm, which adjusts the sepa-
rating hyperplane (or hypothesis) along with seeing more
examples. As such, the PA model is less sensitive to the
reviews which mix positive and negative sentences.

3. The performance of the PA classifier is not sensitive to the
number of features, given that appropriate feature selec-
tion method is applied. We deem it imperative for a Web

application to maintain low computational complexity in
order to be deployed and updated efficiently. We observe
that using the top 50k, 100k and 200k n-gram features se-
lected by the χ2 scores do not make obvious difference
in the classification performance. It shows that we do not
degrade the performance while significantly reducing the
dimensionality of the feature vector.

4. Filtering out objective sentences does not show obvious
advantage for our data set. As Pang and Lee (2004) sug-
gested, removing objective sentences improves the clas-
sification of full reviews. However, in our evaluations,
we see that incorporating a sentence subjectivity classi-
fier with the language modeling classifier does not im-
prove the performance, but decreases the F1 measure by
1.9%. We conjecture that this is due to that we employ
reviews about electronics while Pang and Lee worked on
movie reviews. In movie reviews, there is large amount of
description about movie plots. Therefore, it is helpful to
incorporate a subjectivity classifier. However, it is not the
case in electronics reviews, which are mainly subjective
in terms of user comments on different attributes.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented the experiments we have done
on sentiment classification using large-scale data set. Our
experimental results show that a discriminating classifier
combined with high order n-grams as features can achieve
comparable, or better performance than that reported in aca-
demic papers. More importantly, this paper shows that sen-
timent classification is possible to be learned from online
product reviews, even with very disparate products and au-
thors. In addition, we have shown that high order n-grams
do help in discriminating the articles’ polarity in the mixture
context. This observation based on large-scale data set has
never been testified before.

In future work, a better feature selection scheme should
be examined because there are a large amount of n-grams
which are likely to be noisy. Previous work in classifica-
tion has shown that feature selection is crucial to the suc-
cess of classification task. Another promising extension of
this work would be looking at classifying reviews to differ-
ent scales, rather than just positive and negative. Instead
of performing only multi-label classification, Pang and Lee
(2005) addressed this problem by exploring the similarity
among reviews by taking their positive sentences percent-
age (PSP) as a metric. They combine the use of SVM with
nearest neighbors in determining scales of a review.
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